


MATHEMA TICS: S. CHOWLA

[which must be m(m - 1)/(g - 1)] for every n 0- 0(mod g). The set of
5 numbers 1, 3, 4, 5, 9 furnishes an example of a D.S. of 5 numbers (mod 11).
Again the set of 4 numbers 0, 1, 3, 9 forms a D.S. (mod 13). [This set
occurs in Veblen and Bussey, Trans. Am. Math. Soc., 1906, and is used to
generate a finite projective plane with 4 points on a line.]
We now prove
THEOREM 1. Let m and g be positive integers such that m(m - 1)

O(mod g -1). Write 0 = m - m(m - 1)/(g- 1). Let g contain a prime
factor X 3(mod 4) such that - X is a quadratic non-residue of some prime
factor 4 of 0, where 4 occurs in 0 to an odd power. Then there exists no D.S.
of m numbers (mod g).

Proof: If possible let there exist a D.S. of m numbers (mod g), say the
numbers di, d2, ..., 4. Consider the sum

m

S = d
p,

j7=l

where p = exp (27ri/X). Clearly S is an algebraic integer of the field
K(p). Further, since the d's form a difference set (mod g), we have

m(m-1)SS = +m -1 {p+ p2+ pl + + pgj
(g -1)
m(m - 1)

=m (g - 1)
SS=o8 (1)

Now it is implicit in the theory of cyclotomy (as developed by Gauss)
that the norm of S in the field generated by p is an integer of the form
(u2 + Xv2)/4, where u and v are integers (we here use the fact that X is
of the form 4k + 3). On the other hand it follows from (1) that this
norm is also equal to O( - 1)/2. Hence we have

U2 + XV2 = 4.0(X - 1)/2

Since (X - 1)/2 is odd, it follows from the last equation that - X is a
quadratic xesidue of 4 contrary to our assumption. Our theorem is
proved.
Examples: 1. There exists no P.D.S. of order 7; i.e., there exists no

D.S. of 7 numbers (mod 43). [Problem proposed by Veblen in Am. Math.
Monthly, 13, 46 (1906).]
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Proof: Here g = X = 43, 0 = 7- - = 6; take a = 3. Clearly-X is
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a quadratic non-residue of 4.

2. There exists no P.D.S. of order 11, i.e., there exists no D.S. of 11
numbers (mod 111). This result is new.
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